
9
Portfolio Prioritization

In Chapter 1, the core goals of the PMO were defined as maximization,

balance, and alignment [1, 2]. The portfolio should be maximized

against some corporate goal such as profitability, it should be balanced

across several dimensions (most commonly across risk versus reward),

and it should be aligned with the business unit’s and ultimately the

company’s strategy. Most methods for prioritizing initiatives have

focused on maximization and strategic alignment. These methods rank

initiatives and projects against each other by assigning scores. Balancing

the portfolio, on the other hand, may require some initiatives with

lower ranks to be approved for funding. With financial systems, the

portfolio analysis begins with weighting individual securities for risk

and return. It ends with conclusions concerning portfolio balance as a

whole [3]. The conclusions that an IT PMO needs to provide to the

executive committee are that the balance of chosen projects provides

the optimal vector (time and scope) of growth the committee desires.
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9.1 The Prioritization Process

In previous chapters, we showed how a company can promote new

ideas by effectively capturing and then presenting both externally and

internally generated knowledge. We also showed how the IT PMO pro-

vides support to the idea creators in the form of early risk assessments

and business case templates. Yet, how can idea creators feel confident

that their ultimate business cases will be reviewed fairly and consistently

against other proposals? The IT PMO, along with the executive team,

needs to first create a review process and then communicate it to the

staff. They need to balance between a culture in the enterprise that

encourages innovative ideas and an environment that ensures rigorous

strategic assessments [4]. With visibility into how initiatives are priori-

tized and then approved as projects, business case writers will feel safe

that their hard work will get the due diligence it deserves.

But before a review process can be effective, it needs a solid initiative

methodology that serves as the incoming pipeline of new business cases.

If such a methodology isn’t clearly defined, then the review committee

will be spending most of its time wading through worthless ideas and

indecipherable template formats. The following elements were pre-

sented in previous chapters as necessary components to build the pipe-

line that will allow the review committee to spend time where it is most

needed: prioritizing initiatives and projects. The IT PMO will need to

make sure that [5]:

1. The strategy, the EBA, and the EIA were developed.

2. An IT initiative review methodology was created and

communicated.

3. Minimal acceptance criteria (early hurdles or gates) were

established.

4. Business case templates were posted.

Two different review teams will be established by the IT PMO to

run two ongoing prioritization review processes: the IT initiative

review and the IT project audit processes. Where initiative reviews are

held to determine the selection and resourcing of a project, project
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audits are held in terms of the project’s timetable and milestones to

determine ongoing health and alignment [6, 7]. In both cases, each

team will compile, as a group, the results of its reviews into a central

project prioritization list to be presented to the executive review com-

mittee. Such group decision processes have been found to work best in

top-performing businesses when creating prioritization lists [8]. Some-

times, referred to as the murder boards [9], these teams’ powers are

similar to those of a congressional subcommittee: if they “prioritize

out” an initiative, then the central floor (executive review committee)

will never see it.

When developing the prioritization criteria, it is widely accepted

that the selection process should be based on multiple criteria [3]. Ini-

tiatives should be evaluated against a standard set of criteria that include

both quantitative measures, such as value-creation potential, sales cycle

time, and human resource requirements, and qualitative measures,

such as consistency with the company’s strategy [10]. Because both the

quantitative and the qualitative measures are based on speculation, ini-

tiative reviews can only be graded on the return the business case

expects to see by a certain future date. Once the project begins, however,

quantitative measures can become more objective and less subjective.

Therefore, when presenting an initiative for selection, it would be best

to calculate the measurement criteria as ranges, or small bell curves of

uncertainty, rather than as single point forecasts to describe future

possibilities. “Using ranges enhances credibility by avoiding false

precision” [11].

“Within the context of software project management, we are con-

cerned primarily with productivity and quality metrics” [12]. However,

within the context of aggregate project health and real-time IT strategic

alignment, we are concerned primarily with initial estimate and corpo-

rate strategy alignment. If the schedule, cost, or resource needs vary

(become unaligned) from the original estimates by a certain amount at

a given time, then the project should be considered riskier than a project

that is in agreement with original estimates. The other side of the coin is

the more qualitative alignment of the project with the corporate strat-

egy. If either the corporate strategy has shifted or a project has scope

crept, the project can be at risk of not satisfying exactly what the
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company needs. The addition of such quantitative and qualitative proj-

ect metrics help the IT PMO better understand the health of the

portfolio.

When developing the prioritization process, be sure the selection

criteria are simple to use and are tailored to your specific company.

Most portfolio selection models imply “a degree of precision far beyond

people’s ability to provide reliable data” [2]. While a robustly defined

selection method may produce results trusted by decision makers, it can

result in too much complexity to be usable [13]. For example, larger

companies with more entrenched processes and cultures tend to find

that the qualitative measures of organizational and cultural fit are often

more important. On the other hand, smaller, newer companies with

more limited capital resources and nascent organizational structure

find that quantitative measures of capital funding or near-term cash

flow usually matter more (see Table 9.1) [10].

9.2 Initiative Reviews

Figure 9.1 shows an example of an IT initiative review process. In this

case, we start with the ideas that, in turn, materialize as initiative busi-

ness cases. Before documenting the proposal as a business case, how-

ever, the IT PMO provides organizational and technical information

specific to the company (e.g., the EBA and the EIA). This allows the idea
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Table 9.1

Needs for Qualitative Versus Quantitative Progress Measures
for Large and Small Companies

Qualitative Measures Quantitative Measures

Old/large company—large

portfolio (entrenched

processes and cultures)

Organizational and cultural

fit—more important

Robust hurdle rate

processes (e.g., NPV, IRR,

PB) already in place

New/small

company—small portfolio

(limited capital resources,

nascent organizational

structure)

More seat of the pants due

to limited time and

resources

Capital funding or

near-term cash

flows—more important



generator to be sure that the idea is well aligned. This information can

be incorporated into the business case to help boost its eventual rating

against other competing business cases. When prioritizing initiatives,

the IT PMO also leverages the organizational and technical gap review

processes to get a clearer picture of the relative risks of the different ini-

tiative proposals. The prioritized list ultimately goes to the executive

council to help it determine which projects to fund.

Another example of an IT review process is shown in Figure 9.2.

Here, “portfolio selection uses project evaluation and selection tech-

niques in a progression of three phases: strategic considerations (align-

ment), individual project evaluation (maximization), and portfolio

selection (balance)” (see Figure 9.2) [14]. In the previous example, we

enhanced this first phase of prescreening to include not just strategic

alignment review, but also organizational and technical risk/gap analy-

sis. Specifically, we checked to see if the initiative would be organiza-

tionally and technically deliverable. In this example, the second major
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step would be to rank the initiatives against each other. The initiatives

with the maximum summation of some core set of values such as profit-

ability, strategic alignment, or cost reduction will be ranked highest.

Also, interactions between the projects (e.g., interdependencies, com-

petition for resources, and timing) are considered [14]. Finally, the last

step focuses on the balance of the portfolio. Here, some projects that

show a higher ranking may be rejected in favor of a project that sup-

ports a long-term balanced strategic direction.

Earlier, we explained the initiative methodology process that wraps

around the core initiative review process. The pipeline feeding the ini-

tiative review committee is supported by predefined strategies, architec-

tures, knowledge bases, and business case templates. The pipeline that

allows initiatives to begin as projects is supported by efficient review

processes and dependable resource management processes. We already

found that poor resource acquisition can clog the initiative output pipe-

line. Yet, how does an inefficient selection process contribute to this
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malaise? Sometimes, the executive review committee may hold funds

until it gets research results from the organizational and technical gap

processes of the IT PMO. If this happens, other time-dependent initia-

tives can get backlogged, waiting for these same funds. One approach

could be that a project “could remain on hold for no longer than three

months. After that, it is ‘up or out’” [2]. Many times, companies lack

such gates, and the result is frustrated initiative proposers, unnecessar-

ily waiting for limited funds. On the other hand, other companies that

have such gates can impose them too rigorously and fail to give initia-

tives the complete review they need before rejection or approval. Such

balancing between the need for gates and robust initiative reviews, cou-

pled with ongoing resource management, will allow the IT PMO to

keep the output side of the IT initiative methodology flowing with

dependable projects.

IT initiative prioritization is an important step in managing a solid

IT PMO. However, “despite widespread recognition of the front end’s

importance, there has been limited systematic examination directed at

improving its effectiveness” [15]. For an initiative prioritization (filter-

ing) process to be effective, it first has to be measured. While initiative

reviews show how to best prioritize the initiatives, project audits focus

on how to best measure the initiative’s success. The metrics chosen to

rank initiatives need to be well correlated with, or identical to, the met-

rics used to verify project ROI. If this is done, the PMO can trace the

effectiveness of an initiative prioritization process all the way down to

the aggregate project success level of the IT PMO.

9.3 Project Audits

The project audit review team provides the second source of data for the

central IT-based project prioritization list. Figure 9.3 shows how the

PMO can conduct organizational, technical, and cross-project gap

reviews to update the prioritization lists for the executive committee.

Then, funding can continue to go to those projects that are healthy and

in alignment with the corporate strategy. While reviewing and prioritiz-

ing initiatives is necessary to better distribute funds, it isn’t very easy to

take funds away from a project that is reviewed poorly. Projects have the
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added benefit of momentum—it can be more costly to cancel a prob-

lematic project and redistribute the resources than it would if the proj-

ect were allowed to continue to completion. Nonetheless, the IT PMO

audit team needs to quickly find those projects that are spiraling so far

out of control that even any future real options have become unattrac-

tive. A substantial reduction in wasted development expense can be

realized if projects are killed early in their lives [16]. To help stakehold-

ers remove the “horse blinders” they tend to wear on doomed projects,

their projects should be reviewed when they reach major milestones, or

gates. Running projects should be “re-evaluated at the same time as new

projects being considered for selection” [14]. Though the cost of project

cancellation should always be included as part of the prioritization cal-

culation, the fact that they are being included in the prioritization list

with initiatives helps enhance the view of the IT PPM process in the eyes

of the executives [17].
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It is important that the project review process be only for review,

rather than a platform for micromanaging projects. The IT PMO exists

to support projects so that they will be individually successful. As the

portfolio of projects, on average, shows improvement, then the project

support goals of the IT PMO will have been achieved. If, on the other

hand, upper managers or the IT PMO “are held absolutely accountable

for the success of every project, it is unlikely they will grant the auton-

omy that project managers need” [18]. In fact, such an approach could

actually degrade the performance of each project and thus the health of

the portfolio. “Responsibility for defining a) the tie to strategy and b)

interdependencies rests in the hands of the project sponsor and project

manager” [19].

This is a particularly sensitive piece of the PMO. The audit team

should focus on being an aid rather than a hindrance to a project. The

PM should be made aware of how the audit team will be grading the

project’s health before the audit. Then, while auditing, the audit group

should focus on how a project is proceeding rather on the content of the

project. For example, if a project has gathered requirements from a set

of user interviews, the audit team should focus on giving higher marks

for following the interview-to-requirements process rather than lower

marks for the quantity or content of the requirements. Grading of con-

tent should fall to the PM and to the stakeholders. If the PM has failed to

conduct a requirements review with the stakeholders, and the stake-

holders have failed to read up on what is considered a quality set of

requirements, then the audit team can give lower marks.

When can an IT PMO be most supportive to projects during the

audit process? Figure 9.4 shows an example timeline for when such

measurements can be taken in the life cycle of a project with three itera-

tions. As can be seen, measurements are taken at the end of each phase

within an iteration. In this case, the IT PMO has come up with a set of

audit “kits” that can be used on different phases. By modularizing (or in

software-speak, objectizing), the audit team has created standard meth-

ods for addressing different parts of the auditing process. If changes

need to be made, they can be applied to one of these subaudit kits rather

than redeveloping one large audit methodology. Figure 9.4 shows four

examples of such kits and when they would be used for auditing:
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alignment and customer survey, technical risk analysis, cost/budget

assessment, and schedule assessment. As can be seen, these kits were

built around the project triad and risk, as introduced in Chapter 2. Such

audits are more critical in the early phases of a project because “as the

project moves through its life cycle, the ability to influence the outcome

of the project declines rapidly” [4]. So, with early surgical audits, the IT

PMO can support problematic and flag doomed projects before they

drag the company away from its strategic direction.

9.4 Portfolio Maximization

Metric mapping was introduced earlier as a way to verify ongoing proj-

ect health by linking initial metric projections made in the business case
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to reality. Let’s now look at how such metrics can be chosen by the proj-

ect sponsor and the PM to show continued value maximization.

Because IT projects, like human beings and their personalities, are

impossible to clone, a metric set should be chosen to best fit the person-

ality of a given project. Understand what the original motivation was

for measuring a part of a project’s progress, and “apply measurement to

those value areas” [20]. But, how can a central body measure and com-

pare IT project health if every project team is grading itself using differ-

ent standards? With timelines squeezing and deliverables lists growing,

today’s IT PM has little time to gather, let alone gather accurate, project

metrics. They have enough pressures from stakeholders and team

members to worry about before worrying about the process demands of

some outside party. However, PMs, like the executive team, need to

realize that IT projects should be treated as any other strategic invest-

ment where risk monitoring methods should be in place. We assert that

if the project metrics are minimized in scope, released carefully, and

used effectively, metric tracking from initiative proposal to project ROI

will be successful.

Minimize in Scope

Dr. Markowitz defines some rigorous mathematical formulas to moni-

tor and mitigate risk when managing a financial portfolio. Each securi-

ty’s entry in a portfolio must submit to the same risk-monitoring

scrutiny that other securities do. So, to accommodate the MPT expecta-

tions of the executives and the time pressures of the IT PMs, a middle

ground should be defined for an IT project portfolio. While the metric

set should be kept small enough not to disrupt ongoing project momen-

tum, it should be robust enough to provide accurately representative

reports.

Release Carefully

The Meta Group of Stamford, Connecticut, asserts that IT valuation

metrics should be introduced in phases. If the PMO can get PMs to

regularly maintain a bare minimum of metrics, the first step to IT valua-

tion will be accomplished. More metrics can be rolled out in later

phases once the initial metrics have been embraced by PMs. A good

general rule when choosing initial valuation metrics for the portfolio of
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projects would be to include two quantitative metrics (e.g., budget and

schedule) and two qualitative metrics (e.g., business results and risk

management). As the project management staff adopts the use of these

metrics, the PMO can phase in other metrics that address delivery

processes, asset management, and human resources.

Apply Effectively

PMs should understand that the business case describes their proj-

ect deliverables in terms of the benefits that would be created for

the organization. Thus, “with deliverables defined as benefits to be

harvested, project tracking should be focused on deviation from

delivery of those benefits” [19]. This is why financial measures and

customer sign-offs should be just as much a part of the audit as

lines of code or function points. As the project progresses, this lat-

ter form of internal programming measures produce diminishing

returns while financial measures become more relevant [21]. Alterna-

tively, with individual projects, value does not come from improv-

ing the results of individual metric measures; rather, it comes from

“linking changes in such measures to customer and financial out-

comes” [22]. For example, if the earned value analysis of the project

in midstream showed marked improvement over a previous measure,

this wouldn’t add to the value of the project until such a measure could

be linked to the combination of ultimate financial outcomes and cus-

tomer satisfaction. With the portfolio, as a whole, value comes from

“the value-enhancing actions that are taken as a consequence of the

analysis” [23].

9.4.1 Metrics

When developing the business case templates, the IT PMO review com-

mittee will also establish some minimum acceptance hurdles, or gates.

These gates can be defined using certain economic models, such as IRR

and NPV (the accompanying CD-ROM contains several ROI tools that

can be used for this). Then, as the EBA and the budgets shift, the IT

PMO can raise or lower these gates to fit changed EBAs or to meet new

budget restrictions. When comparing the initiatives for approval, the

review teams can use other analytical approaches, such as mathematical
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programming, decision analyses, and interactive/comparative methods

(see Table 9.2). Whichever metrics are used, the project sponsor will

ultimately be held accountable for the metrics hurdles they overcame in

the initiative review process. In the final project audit, the IT PMO will

need to link final metric results back to the financial or customer/user

satisfaction goals of the business case.

The following four generic methods list some approaches to track-

ing these metric areas [5, 13, 24]:

◆ Mathematical programming—Integer programming, linear pro-

gramming, nonlinear programming, goal programming, and

dynamic programming;

◆ Economic models—IRR, NPV, PB period, ROI, cost-benefit

analysis, option pricing theory, average rate of return, and profit-

ability index;

◆ Decision analysis—Multiattribute utility theory, decision trees,

risk analysis, analytic hierarchy process, unweighted 0–1 factor

model, unweighted (1 – n) factor scoring model, and weighted

factor scoring model;

◆ Interactive comparative models—Delphi, Q-sort, behavioral deci-

sion aids, and decentralized hierarchical modeling.

Not only does this list show how many types of prioritization tech-

niques exist, it also shows how “there is no universal method, dominant

theme or generic model” [2]. Rather, the methods and how they are
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Table 9.2

Categories of Metrics to Use in IT-Based Business Cases

Metric Area Examples

1 Productivity/efficiency Amount of work completed and amount of time to

complete it

2 Quality/effectiveness Business goals achieved and risks overcome effectively

3 Delivery process Delivery percentages, backlog costs, rework costs

4 Asset management Asset portfolio sizes, costs, and distributions

5 Resource management Turnover and work hour statistics, staff sizes, and costs



grouped tend to be very firm specific. For example, when choosing the

minimum acceptance gate metrics for business case submission, it is

recommended that the IT PMO look at those used most frequently by

their financial department. Aligning these metrics with the internally

accepted methods for managerial accounting will help establish IT

PMO credibility with the financial department [25].

The metrics used in this list are used to rank order projects against

each other to determine which ones offer the greatest return. Mathe-

matical programming and economic models (shown in Chapter 2) pro-

vide the calculations that can then be used in the decision analysis and

comparative models (real options analysis in Chapter 2 is an example).

While such rank ordering of projects and initiatives guarantees a port-

folio of high value (or return) projects, there are problems with using

only this method of prioritization. For example, if permitted, PMs will

tend to manage to short-term financial gains at the expense of long-

term benefits (e.g., growth, customer focus, innovation, and employee

empowerment) [22]. Moreover, because these types of measures are

based on subjective projections, they can be unreliable. Because these

unreliable measures tend to be used at the beginning of an initiative,

resource-need calculations can be flawed. Ultimately, because such

things as defect-free quality and customer satisfaction may not be meas-

ured, these narrow-focused financial metrics can cause the portfolio

and the associated resource usage to become unbalanced and unaligned

[22, 26]. They can end up being so complicated that the PMs won’t even

use them [27]. While financial measures, on their own, can instill a false

sense of project health, if measured consistently across all projects,

they give the project sponsors a sense of the relative value of project

deliverables.

The business case writer can select metrics beyond the minimal set

required by the IT PMO. Taken together, the initiative’s metric set

should be well rounded to ensure project success. The Meta Group sug-

gests that metrics be chosen from each of the five areas shown in

Table 9.2.

Delivery process metrics will help the IT PMO gauge whether the

portfolio’s health is improving, and asset and resource metrics can be

compiled from each project to verify whether the IT PMO is being
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successful with AARK management. With the first two metric catego-

ries, we can begin to see the relation to the project triad and risk analysis

presented in Chapter 2 (see Table 9.3).

Robert G. Cooper, Scott J. Edgett, and Elko J. Kleinschmidt, three

marketing professors from McCaster University, conducted a ground-

breaking survey of 205 responding companies on PPM. The survey

asked each company which PPM metrics, out of the following six, they

used the most in prioritizing their project portfolio. The metrics tested

whether:

1. The projects were aligned with business objectives (EBA

alignment).

2. The portfolio contained very-high-value projects.

3. Spending reflected the business’s strategy (budget/strategy

alignment).

4. Projects were done on time (i.e., no gridlock).
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Table 9.3

How the Project Triad Affects Metric Choices

Metrics Chosen

Productivity/efficiency Performance to budget

(cost)

Measures how actual interim costs are

mapping to predicted interim costs.

Performance to

schedule (time)

Maps predicted interim delivery

timelines to actual interim delivery

timelines.

Quality/effectiveness Delivery of business

results (functionality)

Qualitative measure of how well the

interim project results are mapping to

shifting business and strategic goals.

Risk analysis Each project can list its greatest five

risks at the beginning of the project

and then track them through the

project’s lifetime. The number of risks

monitored is up to the PM, but a

PMO should require some summation

of the risks as another metric to help

rate the project against other projects.



5. The portfolio had a good balance of projects.

6. The portfolio had the right number of projects.

They found that the businesses that scored the best from these met-

rics had processes that:

◆ Were clearly defined;

◆ Addressed both initiatives and all phases of projects;

◆ Were consistently applied;

◆ Were endorsed by management.

These results highlight the points made earlier that initiative

and project methodologies both need to be developed and communi-

cated to the company. These methodologies also need to be applied

equally to all projects to maintain the credibility of the IT PMO

in the eyes of the business units. Also, a critical first step to the down-

fall of an IT PMO is when the executive committee fails to select

projects for funding from the IT PMO prioritization list (i.e., steps

outside the bounds of the initiative methodology). Such a move would

be a clear sign that upper management is no longer supporting the IT

PMO.

The survey also found that the businesses with higher scores used a

hybrid of approaches that were very customized to their business rules.

Even more specifically, the two areas in which the top 20% really

excelled were [2]:

1. Portfolio balance—achieving the right balance of projects;

2. The right number of projects for the resources available.

Chapter 7 on resource management showed how to avoid project

gridlock by constantly leveling the resources. If resources become too

scarce, advanced scheduling measures such as critical chain can be used.

This next section will present some methods that can help the IT PMO

present a prioritized list of projects and initiatives to the executives that

will best balance the portfolio.
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9.5 Balance

9.5.1 Project Buckets

Earlier, we showed how project investments, as opposed to financial

investments, add two elements to the “money out” output: improve-

ments in efficiency and strategic redirection. These two output forms

provide the basis for a very common way to categorize the projects in an

IT portfolio: separate those projects that improve the efficiency of the

company from those that support a redirection in the corporate strat-

egy. Then, divide the “projects into two or three budgets based on the

type of investment” [17]. One example would be to split the portfolio

into three different budgets: utilities, incremental upgrades, and strate-

gic investments (or platform, evolutionary, and revolutionary [18]) (see

Figure 9.5). First, we create two sides of the project pendulum, called

improve efficiency and change business direction. Then we add the buck-

ets that support these two sides of the pendulum.

Chapter 1 explained that risk is the main determinant in deciding

how to balance IT projects across the portfolio. At a high level, risks can

change as the market changes. Because the strategies that allow projects

to be funded change with the marketplace, the buckets themselves can

never be statically defined. So, whenever a strategic shift occurs, the

PMO would then need to start rebalancing the portfolio pendulum or
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start realigning “each project with its contribution to the [new] strat-

egy” [18]. At a low level, risks can differ between the different buckets in

the portfolio pendulum. For example, upgrades can be considered rela-

tively low-risk supporting systems, and strategic investments can be con-

sidered high-risk disruptive systems [16].

The riskiness of the portfolio depends not only on the riskiness of its

individual projects but also on the extent that they tend to go up and

down together—their correlation or covariance. Rather than estimat-

ing individual variances, we should build models of technical or organ-

izational covariances [28]. Rather than determining the risk of an IT

project portfolio based just on how well risk is distributed among proj-

ects, we can determine overall risk based also on how well projects of

like categories are progressing. In our case, we use portfolio buckets,

balanced on the portfolio pendulum, as our risk covariance model.

Figure 9.6 shows three different ways a PMO can bucket projects. It also

shows how projects are distributed evenly across the buckets based on

risk level. An unhealthy portfolio, on the other hand, would show a
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preponderance of high-risk projects in one bucket and mostly low-risk

projects in another.

Properly designing the buckets can be just as important as prop-

erly choosing which projects to finance. “Many companies create

buckets associated with departments even though the desired bucket

associations should be with customers and corporate strategies”[18].

A poorly chosen bucket suite can incorrectly show a lack of health.

This could force the PMO to improperly recommend cancella-

tion of some projects. If buckets are chosen well, on the other

hand, some high-risk projects can be saved because the bucket design

will show that they are well balanced by low-risk projects in the

same bucket. In this case, we can see that a bucket design that focuses

on department projects shows that the finance and marketing depart-

ments have adopted high-risk projects across the board. We can

also see that Internet and database projects that have been financed

are also all at high risk. However, a bucket design that focuses on cus-

tomers, suppliers, and employees shows that the portfolio of project

risks is well distributed. Some companies may lean towards certain

bucket designs based on past experiences and on their markets. Either

way, bucket design should be a part of the corporate strategy (or the

EBA).

Figure 9.7 takes the bucket design based on risk mitigation of Figure

9.6 and overlays it with the bucket design based on strategic and effi-

ciency balancing of Figure 9.5. As the company changes strategy (1), not

only will the bucket designs need to change (2), but the amount

invested in efficiency improvement versus business redirection will

need to change. Figure 9.7 shows this by the shifts that can occur in the

pendulum. If a company wants to focus more IT project funds on

changing the direction of the company, then the pendulum will move to

the right (3). This will cause the improvement efficiency side to drop

(4). To regain a balance in the IT project portfolio, the PMO would then

have to recommend canceling or delaying certain projects in utilities or

upgrades. As one can see, such project risk categorization and balancing

can be rather subjective. A way to reduce this subjectivity, when balanc-

ing the portfolio, is to include some of the metrics described in

Section 9.5.2.
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9.5.2 Bubble Diagrams

A very popular way of keeping the cumulative project direction well

balanced is through the use of bubble diagrams. Where scorecards will

tabulate the values of various metrics for each project, bubble diagrams

put these values into multidimensional space. This allows the prioritiz-

ing team to see value in a project beyond its total score in a scorecard.

While a project may not rate high overall, the bubble diagram will show

other strengths that may make the project more appealing than others.

A bubble diagram, otherwise known as a bubble chart or a portfolio

grid [29], starts off with a two-dimensional graph. Some parameters

that can be considered for the axis include resource availability, asset

leverage, portfolio leverage, architectural alignment, fit with strategy,
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cost to complete, and time to complete [26]. When using an X-Y type of

grid, it is best to have a qualitative metric on one axis and a quantitative

metric on another to help ensure the metrics’ variables are independent.

Once a grid type and the parameters are chosen, several techniques can

be used to represent projects on the grid. Figures 9.8 and 9.9 show an

example of Buss’s technique for rank ordering projects, which uses four

bubble charts concurrently [29].
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Chart A shows the Y axis as the qualitative probability of success met-

ric and the X axis as the quantitative NPV metric. The areas of the circles

represent resource usage. More advanced bubble diagrams will calcu-

late the summation of the areas of the circles and ensure that this sum

stays constant (representing the constant number of resources available

to the portfolio). The colors can represent the state of the initiative (e.g.,

imminent launch or on hold) or the progress of the project (e.g., 50%

complete or in rollout phase of last iteration). Rather than depict

resource usage, chart B shows how the circles can become ovals to show

range of error while calculating the metric values. Chart C shows a spi-

der diagram depicting the relationship among six requirements for a

single project. Though spider diagrams only represent one project, they

show six dimensions (or metrics) at once. To compare projects using
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this form of diagram will require the prioritizer to hold up multiple dia-

grams at once. Finally, the IT PMO can create a chart that includes hur-

dle gates. Chart D shows where the cutoff points are set for commercial

risk levels (horizontal line to the Y-axis) and for technical risk levels

(vertical line to the X-axis).

9.6 Summary

Keep in mind that bubble diagrams are not an end to the portfolio-

balancing problem; they are meant to serve only as a decision-enabling

tool. Another tool that assists with balancing is the bucket concept

described earlier. A manager can stare at a set of diagrams forever, “but

unless a portfolio was obviously and extremely out of balance, how does

one know whether or not one has the right balance?” [26]. Ultimately,

balancing the portfolio requires just as many subjective decisions as

those used to estimate financial ROI and strategic alignment. The best

mix and quantity of metrics depends on the individual company. We

pointed out that some companies develop prioritization lists more

aligned with qualitative measures, while others do better with quantita-

tive measures. Cooper, Edgett, and Kleinschmidt’s survey showed that

using more criteria is associated with better performing companies;

“the top performers, on average, rely on 6.2 criteria for project selec-

tion, whereas the poor performers use only 4.4 criteria, on average” [8].

As long as each of the three prioritization approaches are represented,

the IT portfolio can, at the same time, stay both flexible to strategic

shifts and focused on corporate growth.
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Appendix 9A: Case Study—CitiGroup—IT PPM Software

Many software companies have built software products that support IT

PMOs (see the accompanying CD-ROM for a sample listing). However,

rather than purchase a software package that provides IT PPM func-

tionality, CitiGroup’s Global Corporate and Investment Banking

(GCIB) group built its own from scratch. The group’s goal was to build

a tool to automate many of the features normally found in an IT PMO.

The internal product was called Mystic (short for my systems and tech-

nology information center) and provided the following functionality:

◆ Project health status. This is a project prioritization system that

monitors the project portfolio in real time. PMs regularly enter

the status of their projects so that executives can view summariza-

tion reports.

◆ Citigroup technology catalog. This is an asset management system

that tracks CitiGroup’s servers, network routers, and packaged

applications.

◆ CitiGroup systems inventory. This is another asset management

system that tracks custom, internally developed applications.

◆ Customer satisfaction surveys. This is a knowledge management

system that allows for post-mortem input from the project spon-

sor on how the project staff performed.

◆ Reusable asset manager. This is a second knowledge management

system that stores reusable software and project collateral.

◆ Global talent manager. This is a resource management system to

track the skill levels of the IT talent available to support IT-based

projects.

It took GCIB’s CIO, Thomas Sanzone, over two years to roll this

system out to the IT department to support the 15,000 ongoing proj-

ects. Since the initial rollout, project on-time delivery has improved

15%, while the number of projects has grown 50%. Not only is this sys-

tem used to support current projects, it is also used to improve the port-

folio at the initiative approval stage. While a CIO council has final

approval on project funding, initiatives are first required to consult the
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CitiGroup technology catalog in Mystic for approved and supported

software. Such control helps reduce overall portfolio costs by ensuring

architecture alignment and asset reuse within the project pipeline.

This approach to IT PPM rollout uses the IT department as a pilot

department first before engaging the rest of the company. With

organizational acceptance as the greatest hurdle to IT PPM success, any

IT PPM initiative will have gained a solid advantage if it has worked out

the technical kinks beforehand with such a pilot. An error-prone

software solution that supports a grand organizational shift such as IT

PPM can lead to severe backlash and ultimate failure. Besides

smoothing out the quality of the system, Sanzone also understands that

the Mystic system will need to allow for metrics to be more flexible to

the various business units before rolling it out to non-IT sponsored

technical projects. This is similar to the need for dynamic KPIs in the

Balanced Scorecard (see Appendix 3A). In short, whether you buy or

build an IT PPM software solution, be sure to couple its rollout with

continual internal marketing and software quality assurance [30].
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